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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the attached 11( e) FOIA Index was filed with the Clerk
of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois, at the Richard J. Daley Center, Chicago, Illinois
60602. 

LISA MADIGAN, #99000

Attomey General of Illinois
By: 

Resp= tfully submitted, 

Jess lurk

As tA, orney General

Off e oft Attorney General
101 W. R. dolph Street, 13th Floor

Chicago, ilinois 60601

312) 814 3599
jdurkin@a •. state. il. us

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Under penalties of perjury as provided by law pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/ 1- 109, the
undersigned hereby certifies that this Notice and attached pleading was served upon the above- 
named individual at the above address before 5: 00 p.m. on the 6th day of January, 2017, by
depositing said document in the mail at 100 W. Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60601, 
postage prepaid, and via electronic mail delivery to the desi, nated emai . ddr3ss of record. 

By: 
ica Durkin, AA



Casey Porter, 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS; . 
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIVISION may,

f. ,- ''•y; r

f<- 

eG ; 
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V- T J 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

Illinois State Police and Sycamore Police

Department, 

Defendants. 

No. 16 CH 09536

Judge Rodolfo Garcia

DEFENDANT ILLINOIS STATE POLICE' S INDEX
PURSUANT TO SECTION 11( e) OF FOIA

Defendant, ILLINOIS STATE POLICE, by its attorney, LISA MADIGAN, Illinois

Attorney General, hereby files an index of the records withheld pursuant to Section 11( e) of the

Illinois Freedom of Information Act (" FOIA"), 5 ILCS 140/ 11( e). 
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INDEX

i) Description of Contents u Nature of Exemption Created

iii) Date

EMAIL

CORRESPONDENCE

Bates Number 1

Email from Larry Kot to Tony
Rapacz and Mike Gilrock

regarding Kot' s major projects, 
including the Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law

enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

10/ 11/ 2012

Bates Number 2

Email from Kot to Joseph

Galvan regarding the Ridulph
case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is

9/ 17/ 2012
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considered an ongoing investigation. 
Bates Numbers 3- 5

Email correspondence from Kot

to Victor Escarcida, and Tom

Parker regarding the Ridulph
case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), apersonal email

address was redacted. These redactions contain

information that constitute personal and/ or private

information, the dissemination of which would

constitute an invasion of an individual' s personal

privacy. 

9/ 6/ 2012

Bates Number 6

Email correspondence from Kot

to Escarcida regarding the
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

9/ 5/ 2012
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be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 7- 8

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hanley regarding the
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( I)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ 23/ 2012

Bates Numbers 9- 16

Email correspondence from
Kot to Julie Trevarthen, Victor

Escarcida, Brion Hanley, Dan
Hoffman and Joe Piersen

regarding the Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation; and

8/ 16/ 2012
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a personal email
address was redacted. These redactions contain

information that constitute personal and/ or private

information, the dissemination of which would

constitute an invasion of an individual' s personal

privacy. 

Bates Number 17

Email correspondence from

Kot to Joe Piersen regarding the
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation.; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a personal email
address was redacted. These redactions contain

information that constitute personal and/ or private

information, the dissemination of which would

constitute an invasion of an individual' s personal

privacy. 

8/ 16/ 2012

Bates Number 18

Email correspondence from

Larry Kot to Dan Hoffman and
Hanley regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law

enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

8/ 15/ 2012
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 19

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hoffman regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ 14/ 2012

Bates Number 20

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hoffman regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under

8/ 14/ 2012
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review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 21- 23

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida and Hanley

regarding the Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( 0: The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a birthdate, social

security number, and personal address were
redacted. These redactions contain information that

constitute personal and/or private information, the

dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

7/ 24/ 2012

Bates Number 24

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida and Hanley

regarding the Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

7/ 24/ 2012
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investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation; and

Pursuant to FOIA Sections 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a

birthday, social security number, personal address
and phone number were redacted. These redactions

contain information that constitute personal and/ or

private information, the dissemination of which

would constitute an invasion of an individual' s

personal privacy. 

Bates Numbers 25- 26

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida and Hanley

regarding the Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a birthdate, social

security number, personal address and phone
number were redacted. These redactions contain

information that constitute personal and/ or private

information, the dissemination of which would

constitute an invasion of an individual' s personal

privacy. 

7/ 24/ 2012

Bates Numbers 27- 28

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida and Hanley

regarding the Ridulph Case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law

7/ 24/ 2012
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enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a birthdate, social

security number, personal address and phone
number were redacted. These redactions contain

information that constitute personal and/ or private

information, the dissemination of which would

constitute an invasion of an individual' s personal

privacy. 

Bates Number 29

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida and Hanley

regarding the Ridulph Case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

7/ 18/ 2012
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Bates Number 30

Email Correspondence from

Kot to Hoffman regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

7/ 23/ 2012

Bates Number 31

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is

considered an ongoing investigation. 

7/ 18/ 2012

Bates Number 32

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida regarding

Ridulph caseenforcement

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law

proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

7/ 05/ 2012
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 33

Email correspondence from

Escarcida to Kot regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

7/ 5/ 2012

Bates Number 34

Email correspondence from

Kot to Escarcida and Hanley

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

7/ 11/ 2012
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 35- 36

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hanley regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

5/ 14/ 2012

Bates Number 37- 39

Email correspondence from Kot

to Hanley regarding Ridulph
case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

5/ 4/ 2012
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regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 40- 42

Email correspondence from

Kot to Rod Smith and Hanley

regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

4/ 20/ 2012

Bates Numbers 43- 45

Email correspondence from Kot

to Smith regarding Ridulph
case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an on. oing investigation. 

4/ 17/ 2012

Bates Numbers 46-47
Email correspondence from

Kot to Hoffman regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law

3/ 15/ 2012
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enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 48- 49

Email correspondence from

Kot to Cloyd Steiger regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

1/ 31/ 2012

Bates Number 50

Email correspondence from

Escarcida to Kot regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law

enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made

12/ 13/ 2011
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public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 51

Email correspondence from Kot

to Hoffman regarding Ridulph
case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

11/ 15/ 2011

Bates Number 52

Email correspondence from

Bud Barton to Kot regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

10/ 31/ 2011
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investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 53- 54

Email correspondence from

Hoffman to Hanley and Kot

regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

10/ 19/ 2011

Bates Number 55

Email correspondence from

Hoffman to Kot regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

9/ 02/ 2011
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Bates Number 56

Email correspondence from

Hanley to Kot regarding the
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

8/ 30/ 2011

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 57- 58

Email correspondence from

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
Hoffman to Kot regarding the actually and reasonably contemplated law
Ridulph case enforcement proceedings conducted by law

enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

8/ 26/ 2011

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 59- 61

Email correspondence from

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
Hoffman to Hanley and Kot actually and reasonably contemplated law
regarding Ridulphcase8/23/ 2011enforcement proceedings conducted by law

enforcement or correctional agency; 

17
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 62- 63

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hoffman regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ 22/ 2011

Bates Numbers 64- 65

Email correspondence from

Hoffman to Kot regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

8/ 22/ 2011
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 66

Email correspondence from

Barton to John Brooks and Kot

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ 12/ 2011

Bates Number 67

Email correspondence from

Thomas Damasky to Hanley, 
Kot and Keith Frederick

regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

8/ 10/ 2011
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regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 68

Email correspondence from

Casimer Solana to Kot and

Hanley regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ 8/ 2011

Bates Number 69

Email correspondence from

Kot to Frederick regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ 02/ 2011

Bates Number 70

Email correspondence from

Kelly Newton to Kot and
Monique Bond regarding the
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law

7/ 20/ 2011
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enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Numbers 71- 72

Email correspondence from

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

Frederick to Kot and Jose actually and reasonably contemplated law
Camacho regarding Ridulph enforcement proceedings conducted by law
case enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

7/ 06/ 2011

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 73

Email correspondence from Kot

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

to Vescarcida regarding the actually and reasonably contemplated law
Ridulph case enforcement proceedings conducted by law

enforcement or correctional agency; 7/ 05/ 2011

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
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public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 74

Email correspondence from

Kot to Julie Trevarthen

regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

7/ 5/ 2011

Bates Number 75

Email correspondence from

Newton to Kot regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

7/ 1/ 2011
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would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 76

Email correspondence from

Kot to Steger regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

6/ 28/ 2011

Bates Number 77

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hanley regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is

considered an ongoing investigation. 

4/ 20/ 2011
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Bates Number 78

Email correspondence from K. ot

to Hanley regarding Ridulph
case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

4/ 20/ 2011

Bates Number 79

Email correspondence from

Hanley to Kot regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

4/ 5/ 2011

Bates Number 80

Email correspondence from

Hanley to Joseph Galvan and
Frederick regarding Ridulph
case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

3/ 31/ 2011
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 81

Email correspondence from

Newton to Hanley and Kot
regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( l)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

3/ 29/ 2011

Bates Number 82

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hoffman regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

2/ 15/ 2011
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impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 83

Email correspondence from

Kot to Mark Thomas regarding
Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

1/ 13/ 2011

Bates Number 84

Email correspondence from

Kot to Alasdair Mackenzie and

Hanley regarding Ridulph case

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( I)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

1/ 12/ 2011
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investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 85

Email correspondence from

Hanley to Kot regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

10/ 21/ 2010

Bates Number 86

Email correspondence from

Kot to Frederick regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is

considered an ongoing investigation. 

10/ 06/ 2010

Bates Number 87 5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 10/ 04/ 2010
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Email correspondence from

Kot to Hanley and Damasky
regarding Ridulph investigation

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 88

Email correspondence from

Steve Cook to Kot regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

9/ 27/ 2010

Bates Numbers 89- 101

Email correspondence from

Larry Kot to Tom Parker
regarding the Ridulph
investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

9/ 16/ 2010
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 102

Email correspondence from

John Uehling to Larry Kot
regarding Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

9/ 13/ 2010

Bates Number 103

Email correspondence from

Kot to Parker regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7 1 d tit : The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

09/ 13/ 2010
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 104

Email correspondence from

Parker to Kot regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

09/ 13/ 2010

Bates Numbers 105- 106

Email correspondence from

Kot to Parker regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

9/ 10/ 2010
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regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 107

Email correspondence from

Glen W. Wildey to Kot
regarding Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ I1/ 2010

7/ 30/ 2010

Bates Number 108

Email correspondence from

Kot to Matthew Alcoke, Hanley

and Damasky regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

b'e' regtiired to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 109

Email correspondence from

Kot to Cook regarding Ridulph
investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law

7/ 13/ 2010
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enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information
regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 110

Email correspondence from

Kot to Cook regarding Ridulph
investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( I)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS . 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

7/ 13/ 2010

Bates Number 111

Email correspondence from

Cook to Kot and Hanley

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made

7/ 01/ 2010
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public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to
be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 112

Email correspondence from

Cook to Kot and Damasky

regarding Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

4/ 22/ 2010

Bates Number 113

Email correspondence

From Damasky to Kot and Jan
Swatford regarding Ridulph
investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under

4/ 22/ 2010
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review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 114

Email correspondence

From Cook to Kot regarding
Ridulph Investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

4/ 7/ 2010

Bates Number 115

Email correspondence from

Cook to Kot regarding Ridulph
investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

3/ 31/ 2010

Bates Number 116

Email correspondence from

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 3/ 29/ 2010
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Damasky to Frederick, Hanley
and Kot regarding Ridulph
investigation

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation.. 

Bates Number 117

Email correspondence from
Hoffman to Kot and Cook

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that
a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 
and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

3/ 25/ 2010

Bates Number 118

Email correspondence from

Cook to Kot regarding Ridulph
investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law

enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

3/ 17/ 2010
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requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

Bates Number 119- 120

Email correspondence from

Carole Briggs to Kot regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to

be required to gather additional information

regarding the case. Therefore, the case is
considered an ongoing investigation. 

8/ 20/ 2009

Bates Number 121

Email correspondence from

Cook to Kot regarding Ridulph
investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

9/ 18/ 2009
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information

requested would obstruct a current and ongoing
criminal investigation. The Ridulph case is

currently under review and the Illinois State
Police is expected to be required to gather

additional information regarding the case. 
Therefore, the case is considered an ongoing
investigation.; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a personal email

address was redacted. These redactions contain

information that constitute personal and/ or private

information, the dissemination of which would

constitute an invasion of an individual' s personal

privacy. 
Bates Numbers 122- 123

Email correspondence from

Kot to Hanley regarding
Ridulph investigation

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or
actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information

requested would obstruct a current and ongoing
criminal investigation. The Ridulph case is

currently under review and the Illinois State
Police is expected to be required to gather

additional information regarding the case. 
Therefore, the case is considered an ongoing
investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a personal email

address was redacted. These redactions contain

information that constitute personal and/ or private

information, the dissemination of which would

constitute an invasion of an individual' s personal

privacy. 

11/ 05/ 2009

TRAVEL LOGS
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Bates Numbers 124- 125

Travel Request by Brion

Hanley and corresponding e- 
travel form by Kathy Viner
Gullo

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 
if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood that

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information

requested would obstruct a current and ongoing

criminal investigation. The Ridulph case is

currently under review and the Illinois State
Police is expected to be required to gather

additional information regarding the case. 

Therefore, the case is considered an ongoing
investigation.; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a personal address

of the traveler requester was redacted. These

redactions contain information that constitute

personal and/ or private information, the

dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

6/ 17/ 2009

Bates Numbers 126- 127

Travel Request by Brion

Hanley and corresponding e - 
travel form by Kathy Viner
Gullo

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information requested

could create a substantial likelihood that a person

will be deprived of a fair trial or an impartial

hearing if the information were made public, as
this case has not yet been adjudicated; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information

requested would obstruct a current and ongoing

criminal investigation. The Ridulph case is

currently under review and the Illinois State
Police is expected to be required to gather

10/ 30/ 2009
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additional information regarding the case. 

Therefore, the case is considered an ongoing
investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a personal address

of the traveler requester was redacted. These
redactions contain information that constitute

personal and/or private information, the

dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

Bates Numbers 128- 129

Hanley and corresponding e - 
travel form by Kathy Viner
Gullo

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, 

if disclosed, would interfere with pending or

actually and reasonably contemplated law
enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information requested

could create a substantial likelihood that a person

will be deprived of a fair trial or an impartial

hearing if the information were made public, as
this case has not yet been adjudicated; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information

requested would obstruct a current and ongoing

criminal investigation. The Ridulph case is

currently under review and the Illinois State
Police is expected to be required to gather
additional information regarding the case. 
Therefore, the case is considered an ongoing
investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), a personal address

of the traveler requester was redacted. These
redactions contain information that constitute

personal and/ or private information, the

dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

5/ 10/ 2011

INVESTIGATIVE

REPORTS

Bates Numbers 130- 132

Investigative Report of

interview of Kathy Chapman
by Hanley/ Damasky

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information

requested, if disclosed, would interfere with

pending or actually and reasonably contemplated
law enforcement proceedings conducted by law
enforcement or correctional agency; 

9/ 4/ 10
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information

requested could create a substantial likelihood

that a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made
public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; 

and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information

requested would obstruct a current and ongoing

criminal investigation. The Ridulph case is

currently under review and the Illinois State
Police is expected to be required to gather

additional information regarding the case. 
Therefore, the case is considered an ongoing
investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), birthdates, 

driver' s license numbers, social security

numbers, and personal addresses were redacted. 

These redactions contain information that

constitute personal and/ or private information, 
the dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

Bates Numbers 133- 138 5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information

Investigative Report requested, if disclosed, would interfere with

documenting the introduction pending or actually and reasonably contemplated
of field notes in the case file law enforcement proceedings conducted by law
and the field notes from

Hanley and Damasky of the
enforcement or correctional agency; 

Kathy Chapman interview
5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information Investigative

requested could create a substantial likelihood that Report: 

a person will be deprived of a fair trial or an

impartial hearing if the information were made

9/ 4/ 10

public, as this case has not yet been adjudicated; Hanley Field

and

Notes: 

9/ 1/ 10

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested Damasky
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal Field Notes: 

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to be

required to gather additional information regarding
the case. Therefore, the case is considered an

ongoing investigation; and

9/ 1/ 10

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), birthdates, 
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driver' s license numbers, social security numbers, 
and personal addresses were redacted. These

redactions contain information that constitute

personal and/ or private information, the

dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

Bates Numbers 139- 140 5 ILCS 140/7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, if
Investigative Report disclosed, would interfere with pending or actually
documenting the introduction and reasonably contemplated law enforcement
of field notes in the case file

proceedings conducted by law enforcement or
and the field notes of Sgt. 

Smith from interview of Kathy
correctional agency; 

Chapman
5 ILLS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information requested

could create a substantial likelihood that a person

will be deprived of a fair trial or an impartial

hearing if the information were made public, as this
case has not yet been adjudicated; and

Investigative

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
Report: 

would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal
9/ 9/ 10

investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under Smith Field

review and the Illinois State Police is expected to be Notes: 
required to gather additional information regarding
the case. Therefore, the case is considered an

ongoing investigation; and

9/ 9/ 10

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( e), birthdates, 

driver' s license numbers, social security numbers, 
and personal addresses were redacted. These

redactions contain information that constitute

personal and/ or private information, the

dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

Bates Numbers 141- 152 5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( i): The information requested, Investigative

Investigative Report if disclosed, would interfere with pending or Report: 
documenting the photo line-up actually and reasonably contemplated law 9/ 12/ 10
viewed by Kathy Chapman, 
including a copy of the line- up

enforcement proceedings conducted by law
Line- up

advisory form, a copy of the six
enforcement or correctional agency; 

Advisory
photographs used for the line- 

up, and a copy of the evidence
receipt of the photos

5 ILLS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( iii): The information requested

could create a substantial likelihood that a person

Form: 9/ 9/ 10

Photographs: 

will be deprived of a fair trial or an impartial Received in
hearing if the information were made public, as the case file
this case has not yet been adjudicated; on 9/ 9/ 10
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5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( d)( vii): The information requested
would obstruct a current and ongoing criminal
investigation. The Ridulph case is currently under
review and the Illinois State Police is expected to be

required to gather additional information regarding
the case. Therefore, the case is considered an
ongoing investigation; and

5 ILCS 140/ 7( 1)( b) and 7( 1)( c), birthdates, 
driver' s license numbers, social security
numbers, and personal addresses were redacted. 

These redactions contain information that
constitute personal and/ or private information, 

the dissemination of which would constitute an

invasion of an individual' s personal privacy. 

Evidence

Receipt: 

9/ 9/ 10

LISA MADIGAN, # 99000 By: 
Attorney General of Illinois
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